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Abstract: According to the specific requirements of railway engineering, a techno-economic compari-
son for onboard hydrogen storage technologies is conducted to discuss their feasibility and potentials
for hydrogen-powered hybrid trains. Physical storage methods, including compressed hydrogen
(CH2), liquid hydrogen (LH2), and cryo-compressed hydrogen (CcH2), and material-based (chemical)
storage methods, such as ammonia, liquid organic hydrogen carriages (LOHCs), and metal hydrides,
are carefully discussed in terms of their operational conditions, energy capacity, and economic costs.
CH2 technology is the most mature now but its storage density cannot reach the final target, which
is the same problem for intermetallic compounds. In contrast, LH2, CcH2, and complex hydrides
are attractive for their high storage density. Nevertheless, the harsh working conditions of complex
hydrides hinder their vehicular application. Ammonia has advantages in energy capacity, utilisation
efficiency and cost, especially being directly utilised by fuel cells. LOHCs are now considered as a
potential candidate for hydrogen transport. Simplifying the dehydrogenation process is the important
prerequisite for its vehicular employment. Recently, increasing novel hydrogen-powered trains based
on different hydrogen storage routes are being tested and optimised across the world. It can be
forecasted that hydrogen energy will be a significant booster to railway decarbonisation.
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1. Introduction

Long-term extensive use of fossil fuels contributes to increasingly severe environment
problems. Nowadays, deep decarbonisation has become a topical issue all over the world.
Carbon neutral plans have been made by worldwide nations and organisations to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and slow global warming [1–4].

Recently, the transportation sector consumed about 57 Mtoe (over 33% of the whole
energy consumption) every year in the UK [5,6]. As an important component of trans-
portation, rail transport is looking at options to replace its diesel-powered trains against
the background of climate change and the need for fast and consistent decarbonisation of
the entire energy system [7]. Major investment plans are underway to install and upgrade
railway electrification to pave the way for a cleaner future for the railway industry [8].
Rail electrification provides numerous benefits including quicker and quieter journeys,
increased capacity, and being more environmentally friendly. However, it requires giant
infrastructure construction at a significant cost. For the remote routes where electrification
is not economically viable, hydrogen and fuel cell technology offer complimentary sources
of traction. Meanwhile, it enables trains with higher power, faster refuelling, and long
endurance [9,10].

The first hydrogen-powered locomotive was developed, designed, and demonstrated
in America in 2002 [7]. Its onboard hydrogen storage system is based on metal hydrides
technology. A seven-year project beginning in 2003, aiming to apply hydrogen to rail heavy
haul industry, was jointly conducted by America and Japan [11]. The power system of
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the target locomotive includes 250 kW fuel cell stacks and 1250 kW batteries. Afterwards,
Japan trialled a rail car during 2006 to 2007, which used 35 MPa CH2 storage technology.
Then, two rail cars equipped with CH2 tanks, powered by 120 kW PEMFC and 36 kWh
auxiliary batteries, continued to be tested in Japan [12].

An increasing number of hydrogen-powered trains have been put into operation in
recent years. South Africa launched the world’s first fuel cell-powered mining locomotive in
2012 [13]. A hydrogen-powered rail tram began to be tested from the same year in Chengdu,
China, and was then put into service in 2014 [14]. On 16 September 2018, Coradia Ilint [15],
manufactured by Alstom, entered service in Germany, with hydrogen storage tanks placed
at the top of carriages. It has been operated on a 100 km route from Cuxhaven to Buxtehude.
The UK’s first hydrogen-powered train, named ‘HydroFLEX’ [16], was jointly developed
by University of Birmingham and Porterbrook Co. It was unveiled in 2019, successfully
received a mainline run in 2020, and was showcased at COP26, Glasgow, in 2021. China’s
first hydrogen fuel cell hybrid locomotive started trial runs for coal transport in October
2021. It announced that it was able to reduce carbon emissions by 80 kg/km per 10,000 tons’
load compared with traditional diesel-powered locomotives. Researchers from East Japan
Railway also tested and optimised their H2 train, named HYBARI [17]. They installed the
whole traction equipment under the floor and realised the downsizing of the power system.

Developing high-density hydrogen storage technologies with acceptable cost and
reliable security is always the key issue for hydrogen-powered vehicles [18,19]. At present,
hydrogen storage technologies can be catalysed into two main groups. The first category is
physical storage methods, including compressed gas hydrogen (CH2), cold-compressed
hydrogen, liquid/cryogenic hydrogen (LH2), and cryo-compressed hydrogen (CcH2). An-
other group is material-based (chemical) storage, including adsorption and absorption.
Several storage technologies have been tested for onboard power systems and have shown
their different characteristics. CH2 storage technology [20–22] is the most well-established
now, whose normal storage pressures are 35 MPa and 70 MPa. Its gravimetric and volu-
metric density can achieve 5.5 wt% and 3.6 MJ/L, respectively, but it still does not reach
the final targets set by DOE (Department of Energy, America). Storage capacity of LH2
and CcH2 is close to the target, and they are regarded as the potential technologies to
achieve the goals [18,23–25]. Nevertheless, due to unavoidable heat leakage, LH2 cannot
be stored without loss for a long time. Liquefaction and a high standard for insulation
also raise its energy consumption during production and raise the total cost of ownership
for vehicles. CcH2 combines the advantages of long dormancy time from CH2 and high
storage density from LH2. Low technology maturity and infrastructure to be constructed
slows its large-scale onboard application. Intermetallic compounds [26] are used in many
industry areas but their low hydrogen storage capacities (<2 wt%), slow kinetics, and com-
plicated activation procedures make them hard to be vehicle-mounted hydrogen carriers.
In contrast, complex hydrides [27] overcome the drawback on the storage capacities, but it
is necessary to lower their operating conditions before onboard use. Similarly, chemical
hydrides and magnesium-based alloys [28–30] have favourable hydrogen storage capacities.
However, chemical hydrides are irreversible, which means it is difficult to refuel them
quickly. Mg-based alloys have poor thermodynamic and kinetic properties, increasing the
difficulty of their dehydrogenation process. Ammonia catches increasing attention now for
its high hydrogen capacity and relatively convenient storage. Moreover, it can be utilised
though three ways, direct combustion, fuel cells (after dehydrogenation and purification),
and direct fuel cells. Diversified utilisation methods mean that ammonia can adapt to
different industrial demands and transportation requirements [31,32]. Liquid organic hy-
drogen carriers (LOHCs) are discussed a lot for hydrogen transportation because of their
large hydrogen storage capacity. Simplifying their operation conditions is a prerequisite
before they can efficiently be used as the hydrogen carriers for trains. The dehydrogenation
process, refuelling time, and safety issues are the concerns for their onboard utilisation.

Apart from the technologies mentioned above, some other storage methods receive
continued attention as well, such as hydrate hydrogen, physisorption-based storage, and
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composite storage. At present, the hydrogen storage capacity of hydrate hydrogen storage
is lower than 1 wt% in most cases, and their operation pressure is too high, which restricts
its onboard application [33]. For physisorption-based materials, the Department of Energy
(DOE), America, published a summative report on hydrogen sorption [34,35]. They have
acceptable hydrogen capacity but low temperature (usually 77 K) and high pressure is
a must. For the composite storage mode, it includes a metal hydrides compressor and
cryo-adsorption on active carbon or porous materials, etc. [36–39]. Improvement of the
hydrogen capacity is attained to some extent but is accompanied by a more complicated
system and a rise in cost. Most of these technologies are in their lab stage. There are few
relative data sources in the industry that can be found now. Hence, we do not spend
much time discussing these methods and just focus on the mainstream hydrogen storage
technologies discussed in the last paragraph.

In this paper, existing hydrogen-powered trains are presented and discussed. Most
of them are equipped with 35 MPa CH2 with Type III tanks. Moreover, different types of
hydrogen storage technologies are evaluated for the hydrogen storage density, economic
cost, operation conditions, and development prospect. Furthermore, according to specific
requirements for railway engineering, suggestions on the promising hydrogen storage
methods for next-generation hydrogen-powered locomotives are provided.

2. Compressed Hydrogen Storage

Currently, compressed gas hydrogen technology is the most well-established among
all the hydrogen storage technologies. It involves the physical storage of compressed
hydrogen in high-pressure vessels and operates at high pressures, as high as 70 MPa. Its
mature upstream and middle supply chain, including the production plants and refu-
elling stations, enable high-pressure hydrogen refuelling with relatively fast speeds and
strong compatibility for vehicles. There are four standard types of CH2 vessels, as shown
in Table 1:

Table 1. Different types of compressed gas hydrogen tanks [40,41].

Type Materials Features
Typical

Pressure
(MPa)

Cost
(USD/kg)

Gravimetric
Density
(wt%)

I All-metal
construction Heavy, internal corrosion 17.5–20 83 1.7

II

All-metal
hoop-wrapped

composite
cylinders

Heavy, short life due to
internal corrosion 20–30 86 2.1

III

Fully wrapped
composite

cylinders with
metallic liners

Lightness, high burst
pressure, no permeation,

galvanic corrosion between
liner and fibre (CF)

35–70 567 5–5.5

IV All-composite
construction

Lightness, lower burst
pressure. High durability
against repeated charging.
Simple manufacturability

35–70 633 5–5.7
(Toyota data)

Because of the low H2 gravimetric capacity of Type I and Type II, they are not suited
for vehicular use. Type III and type IV vessels are widely employed for H2-powered
vehicles now. Type III vessels are composed of a metal liner with full composite overwrap,
generally aluminium, with a carbon fibre composite. Type IV vessels have an all-composite
construction featuring a polymer (typically high-density polyethylene) liner with carbon
fibre or hybrid carbon/glass fibre composite. Type III cylinders with 35 MPa storage
pressure are usually equipped on heavy-loaded vehicles, from commercial buses, trucks, to
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locomotives. Type IV cylinders with 70 MPa storage pressure are employed for light-duty
vehicles, mostly cars, such as the Toyota Mirai. A comparison between the two storage
pressure types is shown in Table 2:

Table 2. Summary results of assessment for CH2 storage system compared to DOE targets [42,43].

Performance and
Cost Metric Units 35

MPa
70

MPa
2020

Targets
2025

Targets Ultimate

System gravimetric capacity Wt % 5.5 5.2 4.5 5.5 6.5
System volumetric capacity g-H2/L 17.6 26.3 30 40 50

Storage system cost USD/kWh 15.4 18.7 10 9 8
WTT efficiency (LHV) % 56.5 54.2 60 60 60

It can be found from Table 2 that the system gravimetric capacity of CH2 technology
can mostly meet requirements of DOE (2025), but its system volumetric capacity is still
far from the final target. Another unexpected result is that the gravimetric capacity of a
70 MPa storage vessel is less than that of a 35 MPa system. To withstand higher pressure,
more CF must be wrapped around tanks, which increases its self-weight and raises its cost.
Reducing the storage system cost is another focus point on the aspect of the industrial mass
production. As shown in Figure 1, cost of CF and balance of plant (BOP) accounts for a
large proportion of the total cost. Hopefully, it is predicted by DOE that the system cost
will drop from 22.94 USD/kWh (10 k systems per year) to 14.07 USD/kWh (500 k systems
per year).
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Figure 1. Cost breakdown for type IV 700 bar H2 single tank storage systems with 5.6 kg usable (from
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Recently revealed hydrogen-powered trains all adopt CH2 hydrogen storage tech-
nology, including HydroFLEX (2019) [6,16,45,46], CRRC (2021), and Coradia ilint, Alstom
(2018) [47,48], as shown in Table 3.

A key issue for CH2-powered train designs is the arrangement for mounting its
new power system, including the hydrogen storage system, fuel cell system, auxiliary
power, electric motors, etc. A large space is required to place high-power proton exchange
membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) stacks, as well as the hydrogen storage system. Because of
requirements for long range use, quantities of hydrogen must be taken to ensure enough
power is provided. The drawback of the hydrogen storage capacity of CH2 results in
multi-groups hydrogen tanks needing to to be installed. To tackle the problem of space
arrangement, the Coradia ilint train places PEMFC stacks and hydrogen tanks above its
carriages, as shown in Figure 2. HydroFLEX 1.0 changes its original PMOS carriage to
a power system carriage, as shown in Figure 3, installing fuel cell systems, four Luxfer
W205N Type III hydrogen tanks, batteries, control system, and electric motors, etc. The
arrangement reduces passenger accommodation, but it is deemed to be within tolerance
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for passenger crush loading. Noticeably, the next-generation HydroFLEX will use more
hydrogen storage tanks to enlarge its range, which has a considerable influence on the space
assignment. Miniaturisation and lightweight design for the power system is necessary
for current locomotives, but it is still a problem remaining to be solved with current CH2
storage technology.

Table 3. Recently revealed hydrogen-powered trains.

Hydrogen-Powered Trains

HydroFLEX 1.0
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To summarise, compressed gas hydrogen storage technology is unmatched in the
aspect of maturity, which makes it the most popular for onboard applications now. Never-
theless, low hydrogen capacity will restrict its further application on heavy-load locomo-
tives. The requirements of long-range and high-power heavy haul railways result in the
locomotive needing to be equipped with multiple groups of hydrogen tanks. This brings
a larger space occupation and complex gas supply line, which affect its safety, stability,
and economics. Enlarging its storage density and reducing its cost will continuously be
important research points in the future.

3. Liquid Hydrogen Storage

Historically, liquid hydrogen storage technology has been the preferred method to
increase hydrogen density for bulk transport and storage [50]. The density of liquid
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hydrogen is 70.78 kg/m3. Current technology can refrigerate hydrogen to a temperature of
20 K to be stored in vacuum-insulated vessels at 0.6 MPa [51]. It has great superiority over
CH2 storage on the system volumetric storage capacity, which can reach up to 36.6 kg/m3.
Another typical advantage of LH2 is its relatively low cost in most aspects. DOE presented
a report in 2020, which compares the cost of the whole industry chain between CH2 and
LH2 based on some specific scenarios as shown in Table 4. Indeed, the liquefication process
consumes large quantities of energy. Moreover, LH2 costs less than CH2 in other processes.
Fortunately, according to R.K Ahluwalia [52], large scale production with large plants will
reduce its production cost, the liquefication capital cost will drop to 2500 USD/kg per day
when its yield finally rises to 100 k tons per day.

Table 4. Cost comparison between CH2 and LH2 based on the specific scenarios (USD/kg) [53].

Pathway H2
Production

Storage
(Plant) Liquefaction Terminal Transmission Distribution Dispensing

(LDV)
Total
Cost

CA(CH2) 1.64 0.23 - 1.14 - 0.89 2.27 6.17
CA (LH2) 1.64 - 2.86 0.31 - 0.30 1.94 7.05
TX to CA

(LH2) 0.89 0.31 2.15 0.33 1.10 0.30 1.94 7.02

Considering its energy storage density, cryogenic liquid hydrogen storage is an ideal
method for heavy-duty vehicles. However, its gravimetric capacity is not completely satis-
factory, owing to the high demand for insulation. Thick thermal insulation materials need
to be wrapped in an LH2 vessel, causing a large cost, space, and gravity occupation. More-
over, the liquefaction process requires 4–10 kW/h per kilogram, accounting for over 30%
of the energy stored, theoretically, more than twice than H2 compression. This percentage
is even higher while in practical production. Another challenge for LH2 application is that
it is difficult for long term storage, with 0.2–0.3% d-1 loss in well-insulated tankers and
up to 3% d-1 in vehicle-mounted vessels [54]. Under cryogenic conditions, spontaneous
ortho-to-para conversion would release non-negligible heat, e.g., 702 kJ/kg at 20 K [55],
which would promote hydrogen evaporation. Although well insulated, absorbing heat
from the atmosphere is unavoidable because of the huge temperature difference between
the inner tank and the atmosphere. Inner pressure rises quickly as LH2 vaporises. Venting
measures must be taken to prevent danger. Furthermore, more attention should be paid to
its refuelling technology. The gas–liquid two-phase flow exists while filling, which slows
its filling speed. It is a non-negligible problem when LH2-powered systems are mounted
on locomotives [56].

LH2 is always mentioned in hydrogen transport because of its high H2 capacity and
low transport cost, especially in marine environments. In 2019, Kawasaki Heavy Industries,
Japan, launched the world’s first liquid hydrogen transport ship, Suiso Frontier [57]. It has
a mounted 1250-cubic-meter, vacuum-insulated double-shell-structure stainless steel LH2
cargo tank, specially developed by Harima Works.

There are no existing LH2-powered locomotives yet, though LH2 has been used
in the military and aerospace fields for a long time. The onboard LH2-based system is
well established by Linde as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, LH2-powered trains can be
considered as a great challenge, as well as a commercial opportunity. This is noticed by some
institutions and corporations, such as the Korean Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) and
Wabtec from the US [58]. KRRI announced details of a project to develop the world’s first
liquefied hydrogen-based traction system in 2021. The project aims to develop a liquefied
hydrogen hybrid propulsion system, high-insulation cryogenic storage technology, and
a fast-refuelling technology. The LH2-fuel cell system will support operation at up to
150 km/h and offer a range of 1000 km as well as reduce refuelling times by 20% compared
with 70 MPa compressed hydrogen trains. Similarly, in heavy-duty fields, a prototype
long-haul truck named Mercedes-Benz Trucks-GenH2 [59] received approval from German
authorities for road use, with a range of up to 1000 km.
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From a technical point of view, LH2 storage technology is favourable for its high
storage capacity, especially for heavy-loaded vehicles. Because of the large liquefication
consumption and short dormancy time, much effort is needed to conquer these challenges
for onboard applications. Additionally, transporting hydrogen over a long range by LH2
technology is a good choice and is feasible because of its high purity and hydrogen capacity.
Comprehensively speaking, rail transit equipment based on LH2 is basically consistent
with heavy-duty vehicles in the equipment route of hydrogen filling and supply. Due to the
higher requirements of power, longer endurance, and lower refuelling flexibility of railway
transit equipment, higher demand on hydrogen storage efficiency is raised to reduce the
filling frequency. Under the premise of the complete LH2 infrastructure, setting up special
LH2 refuelling equipment along the track to provide special filling services is an important
prerequisite for the development of LH2 railway transit.

4. Cryo-Compressed Hydrogen Storage

Cryo-compressed hydrogen storage (CcH2) refers to the storage of H2 at cryogenic
temperature in a vessel that can be pressurised (nominally 25–30 MPa) [61–63]. As shown
in Figure 5, the volumetric storage capacity of liquid hydrogen rises with pressure increases.
For example, when the pressure of LH2 rises from 0.1 MPa to 23.7 MPa at 21 K, its den-
sity increases from 70 g/L to 87 g/L, and the gravimetric capacity also reaches 7.4 wt%.
Compared with CH2 storage technology, CcH2 storage technology is superior for its H2
storage capacity, which has the potential to reach the target set by DOE. In contrast to
LH2 technology, CcH2 overcomes the limitation of dormancy time, which is three times
that of LH2.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), California, developed a novel
CcH2 vessel and the onboard storage and supply system for fuel cell stacks as shown
in Figure 6 [24,64,65]. Temperature and pressure management of this system is carefully
treated because of the high-pressure and cryogenic characteristics of CcH2. Compared
to the Type III 35 MPa H2 system, the 50 MPa CcH2 storage system can achieve 91%,
175%, and 21% improvement in gravimetric capacity, volumetric capacity, and system cost
reduction, respectively. Meanwhile, it enables the loss-free dormancy exceeding over 7 days
with an initial 85% load. According to these attractive performances, many researchers
participate in promoting the development of CcH2 technology [66–68]. Optimisation
designs for onboard CcH2 storage systems are made to enlarge its energy utilisation
efficiency. LLNL and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) have made simulations for
CcH2 storage systems for freight and regional locomotives to validate their feasibility in
railway engineering. With the annual production of CcH2 systems rising to 500 k, its
system cost will reduce to 14.93 USD/kWh [69]. BMW AG (Munich, Germany) released its
prototype cryo-compressed cars for testing, as shown in Figure 7. The vessel was tested by
LLNL from 2017 to 2018. No degradation of the vessel was observed after 1000+ cycles to
30 MPa [70,71].
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Detailed cost comparison among CcH2, CH2, and cold-cH2 has been conducted by
DOE, 2018 [72]. The results are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that 350 bar and 500 bar
CcH2 storage vessels have a price advantage compared with 350 bar CH2 storage vessels
because of its lower requirement for composites (mainly CF).

Table 5. Storage system cost comparison between CH2, Cold-cH2, and CcH2 (USD/kWh).

350 Bar CcH2 500 Bar CcH2 700 Bar CcH2 350 Bar CH2 Cold-CH2

Liner 1.03 1.01 0.99 0.21 1.58
Composite 3.25 4.70 7.12 9.79 8.86

Insulation and containment vessel 3.48 3.21 2.92 0.00 3.05
BOP 3.84 3.85 3.85 3.25 3.45

Assembly and other 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.12 0.04
System cost
(USD/kWh)

11.65
[−2.32, +2.90]

12.82
[−2.32, +2.90]

14.92
[−2.78, +3.61]

13.38
[−3.44, +5.73]

16.97
[−0.81, +1.59]

To conclude, CcH2 storage combines the advantages of CH2 storage and LH2 storage,
which results in a high hydrogen storage capacity and long loss-free dormancy time. Core
components of the CcH2 storage system have experimentally validated the requirements of
high-density storage, rapid refuelling (without H2 loss), safety, and structural durability.
However, this technology is still in its prototype stage. Relevant international standards
need to be formulated. Infrastructure and supporting facilities will reduce its cost in the
future. It can be forecasted that CcH2 is a prospective option for hydrogen-powered hybrid
trains in the future.

5. Liquid Organic Hydrogen Carriers (LOHCs)

In 2021, Siemens Mobility and the Helmholtz Institute Erlangen-Nuremberg for Renew-
able Energy (HI ERN), Germany, declared to jointly retrofit Vectron mainline locomotives’
power system with LOHCs technology [73], which indicates that LOHCs technology could
be another candidate for railway engineering.

LOHCs are liquids or low-melting solids that can be reversibly hydrogenated and
dehydrogenated under specific conditions with the assistance of catalysts [74]. Though
their application on mobility is still under discussion, LOHCs are usually considered as a
promising solution for hydrogen transportation over a long distance, which are better than
physical storage methods in terms of power consumption and cost [75,76].

Properties of several LOHCs are listed in Table 6. Their hydrogen gravimetric capaci-
ties range from 6 wt% to 8 wt%, superior to CH2 storage. Moreover, LOHCs are favourable
for their relatively low cost, high degree of safety, and excellent reversibility [75,77,78].
Some researchers consider toluene-MCH as one of the most feasible H2 carriers among
LOHCs because of its relative maturity [79,80]. It was initially tested in the Euro-Quebec
Hydro-Hydrogen project in the 1980s. Relevant regulations for storage and transportation
have not yet been established. Additionally, its hydrogenation and dehydrogenation cycle
has been successfully demonstrated by Chiyoda Corporation, Japan.

A.T. Wijayanta, etc. [79] made detailed research on toluene-MCH, including its utilisa-
tion methods, well-to-wheel efficiency, cost analysis, and future development. According
to their research, toluene-MCH can be used by direct combustion and fuel cells after de-
hydrogenation, whose total energy efficiencies are 26% and 45%, respectively. Compared
with other hydrogen storage technologies, toluene-MCH has advantages in the production
stage, which consumes only 25% of the total energy stored in H2. During transportation, its
loss can be neglected. Nevertheless, much energy will be consumed during dehydrogena-
tion, which is a common problem for other LOHCs. In his forecasting model, the cost of
Toluene-MCH can be reduced to JPY 31.5 (USD 0.26) *Nm−3-H2 in 2030 and further drop
to JPY 27.3 (USD 0.22) *Nm−3-H2 in 2050.
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Table 6. Technical properties of some potential LOHCs [81].

Properties
Toluene-MCH Naphthalene-Decalin Benzene-Cyclohexane DBT-PDBT

Toluene MCH Naphthalene Decalin Benzene Cyclohexane DBT PDBT

Physical
Chemical formula C7H8 C7H14 C10H8 C10H18 C6H6 C6H12 C21H20 C21H38

density 867 0.769 0.975 0.896 0.874 0.779 1.010 1.057

Melting point −95 −127 80.3
Cis −43.0

Trans
−30.4

5.5 6.5 −30 −34

Boiling point 111 101 218
Cis −94.6

Trans
185.5

80 81 278 395

Phase under
ambient cond. Liquid Liquid Solid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid

Gravimetric
density (wt%) 6.16 7.29 7.2 6.2

Volumetric
density(kg/m3) 47.4 65.4 55.9 57

Heat of reaction
(kJ/mol) 204.8 319.5(cis), 332.5(trans) 205.9 588.5

Temperature (◦C) 200–300 150–250 150–250 180
Pressure (bar) 10–50 20–50 10–50 10–50

Dehydrogenation with selected catalyst
Temperature (◦C) 250–350 300–350 330 260–320

Pressure (bar) 1–5 1–4 1–4 1–5

Advantages Both liquid in wide
range temperature

-Relatively high H2
content

-Relatively high H2
content

-Higher intrinsic safety
-Good thermal stability

Challenges
-Irritative
inflammable
-Volatile

-Different phase
(difficulties in storage
and transportation)
-High energy for
dehydrogenation
-Volatile

-High melting point
(possibility of phase
change)
-Toxic

-High energy for
dehydrogenation

M. Niermann, etc. [75] also comprehensively compared various LOHCs with non-
LOHCs technology. Figure 8 illustrates that methanol is a suitable candidate for hydrogen
delivery and import, as its overall system costs only EUR 9.9 (USD 10.8)/kg-H2. Diben-
zytoluene and toluene are also possible options with the assumption that their dehydro-
genation process is assisted by wasted heat. Their costs are EUR 11.5 (USD 12.65) and EUR
11.9 (USD 13.09)/kg-H2, following methanol.

Besides the whole supply chain of LOHCs, their specific application processes, espe-
cially dehydrogenation, also receive much attention. Heat supply methods and integration
are believed to be key for LOHCs’ application [80,82]. According to Table 6, no matter
the kind of LOHCs, their reactions need to absorb heat to achieve high temperature. It
requires the onboard thermal management system to undertake heavy responsibility. On
the other hand, the high heat supply requirement also offers the chance to reuse wasted
energy generated from the fuel cell stacks, as their heat efficiency is around 50%. Nearly
half of the energy stored in hydrogen dissipates in the form of heat.

In summary, LOHCs are attractive for their high hydrogen storage capacities. Another
outstanding characteristic of LOHCs is that they can be seamlessly integrated with current
technologies and industries. This results in cost reduction while ensuring large-scale
promotion. Barriers to its application appear because of its dehydrogenation process,
including complex catalytic conditions, large energy consumption, low hydrogen releasing
speed, and toxic by-products generated from side reactions. Much effort, especially of
the onboard heat management system, is needed to optimise the H2 releasing process to
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achieve the excellent performance required for LOHC-powered trains. However, LOHCs
are a possible choice for H2 transportation because of their high hydrogen capacities.
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6. Ammonia

Ammonia (NH3) has been discussed as the energy carrier for mobility for a long time
and has been increasingly recognised as an alternative carbon-free energy source in recent
years [83–86]. KHM Al-Hamed, etc. have conducted much effort to introduce ammonia to
clean locomotives. They proposed a novel integrated solid-oxide fuel cell powering system
with heat recovery. The overall energy and exergy efficiencies improve up to 74.22% and
71.95%, which is a great improvement to existing diesel-based locomotives.

As shown in Table 7, Ammonia has a high gravimetric H2 density, 17.7 wt%, supe-
rior to most hydrogen storage technologies. Its volumetric H2 density is also attractive,
120.3 kg-H2/m−3. Similar to hydrogen, it can be stored in vessels under cryogenic temper-
ature (240 K at atmospheric pressure) or high pressure (10 bar at room temperature) [87].
However, liquid ammonia is easier to obtain than liquid hydrogen, which means it costs
less but achieves a higher energy density. Another obvious strength is its mature indus-
trial production system. NH3 is one of the most highly produced inorganic chemicals,
175 million tons are produced annually worldwide, widely used as a source of nitrogen in
agriculture. Based on the mature large-scale production and easily attainable requirements
for density, the process of its production and transportation are cheaper than LH2. Accord-
ing to Apodaca and Ewing [30], its price is only 0.3 USD/kg (0.058 USD/kWh), which is
competitive with the current fossil fuel price. The hidden danger for NH3 application is its
toxicity and potential nitric oxide (NOx) generation [88]. Careful handling during storage
and transportation is demanded to avoid the risk of leakage. The control of NOx emissions
has been investigated in detail from its production to utilisation [89,90]. These problems
are being solved now, or optimisation is being realised to some extent.
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Table 7. Relevant properties of ammonia [91].

Property Unit Value

Molecular weight g/mol 7.03
Gravimetric H2 capacity wt% 17.7
Volumetric H2 capacity kg-H2/m−3 120.3

Storage condition bar or K 10 or 240
H2 release temperature K 600–1200

Regeneration temperature K 650–900
Ignition temperature K 924

Price USD/kg (USD/kWh) 0.3 (0.058)

There are three routes for ammonia utilisation as the vehicular energy source. Firstly,
ammonia acts as a hydrogen carrier. It is used by fuel cells after decomposition to release
H2. Huge amounts of energy are required during ammonia decomposition, 2.79 kJ/mol-H2,
theoretically. After decomposition, H2 separation, purification, storage, and compression
are needed before it can be used by fuel cells [87]. Numerous catalysts are being developed
and tested to optimise its decomposition process, which is the research hotspot for this
route now. The comprehensive energy efficiency, including its production, transportation,
and utilisation, is about 34%. Direct combustion is another method under the spotlight.
NH3 can be mixed with other fuels, such as hydrogen, in certain proportions to enhance its
combustion ability [92]. Ammonia internal combustion engines are successfully used in
marine engineering and have proved to be feasible. After taking optimisation measures,
its well-to-wheel energy utilisation efficiency of direct combustion can reach about 34%.
The major pollutant in the combustion process is NOx. It can be reduced but cannot be
completely avoided with the existing technology. Additionally, ammonia-fed solid-oxide
fuel cell (SOFC) is an emerging technology which can directly use NH3 without decompo-
sition. Two types of ammonia-fed SOFCs are developed, SOFC-H (proton-conducting) and
SOFC-O (oxygen-ion conducting) [93]. SOFC-H may be the more suitable one for onboard
use because of its higher energy utilisation efficiency considering the fuel economics. Its
total energy efficiency is predicted to reach 46%. Among the three routes, direct use by
fuel cell seems to have the best energy utilisation efficiency at 46%, approximately. The
noteworthy hindrance to this route is the price of SOFCs, as shown in Figure 9. According
to the analysis from B.D. James [94], the cost of a SOFC system is still at a high value,
but will drop when higher powered systems and more SOFC systems are required. It
can be predicted that the price of SOFC systems will continue to decrease with relevant
technology improvement.
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Although ammonia encourages relatively high energy consumption in both synthesis
and decomposition (if required), it still has the highest overall well-to-wheel energy effi-
ciency. From the point of view of fuel cost, ammonia shows the lowest price, regardless
of direct use or decomposing, JPY 31 (USD 0.246) *Nm−3-H2 and JPY 24.5 (USD 0.201)
*Nm−3-H2 in 2030, respectively [79]. Considering its high energy capacity, low cost, and
mature supply chain, ammonia is, at least, a potential medium for hydrogen transporta-
tion. Moreover, it can be a promising candidate for locomotives with the technology
development of its catalyst for decomposition and SOFC-H.

7. Metal Hydride-Based Storage

Metal hydride (MH)-based hydrogen storage technology is a chemical storage method
where hydrogen is chemically stored on materials by an absorption process. Researchers
from Romania [95] proposed a hybrid propulsion train with hydrogen stored in metal
hydrides, which were made up of two locomotives and two wagons. Compared with
battery packs, the metallic hydride tank can store five times more energy using the same
weight. Additionally, it was declared to contain more energy per cubic meter than liquid
hydrogen storage. Meanwhile, there are some researchers discussing the application of MH
for light-duty mobile applications, such as forklifts and cars [96,97]. Thus, MH is another
onboard hydrogen storage technology receiving attention.

MH storage systems are composed of the MH tubes. DOE uses Type III and IV tank
technology for tube manufacturing, with stainless steel tubes also being used by some
manufacturers. The fundamental performance of the MH system is determined by the
material powder selected. At present, the main alloying materials for metal hydrides
are intermetallic compounds (AB5, AB2, AB, and A2B). They are attractive as they are
capable of absorbing large quantities of hydrogen. However, the hydrogen gravimetric
density of common intermetallic metal hydrides is relatively low, as shown in Table 8,
which is a serious impediment to their vehicular application. Moreover, their slow kinetics
and complicated activation procedure further limit their practicality for mobile vehicles.
Instead, intermetallic hydrides are applied to many other areas, such as nickel metal
hydride battery electrodes, hydrogen purification systems, cooling systems, as well as
hydrogen sensors [98].

Table 8. Properties of some metal hydrides [99–104].

Type Component
Hydrogen

Storage
Capacity (wt%)

Temperature
(K)

Pressure
(MPa)

Intermetallic
hydrides

LaNi5H6 1.37 295 0.1
FeTiH2 1.89 185 0.1

Mg2NiH4 3.59 255 0.1
ZrMn2H2 1.77 440 0.1

Complex
hydrides

LiBH4 nanocomposite 6.5 573 -
LiBH4 + SiO2 13.5 373 5.0

NaAlH4 + 1.0 mol% TiCl3 5.6 323–383 -
NaAlH4 + 4.0 mol% Ti 4.8 373 -
NaAlH4 + 1.0 mol% Ti 5.6 443/423 15.4

Na3AlH6 + 2.0 mol% TiCl3 2.1 473/543 6.0
NaAlH4 + porous carbon 7.0 673 10.0
NaAlH4 + none-porous

carbon 6.3 673 10.0

To enlarge hydrogen gravimetric capacity, complex hydrides composed of light ele-
ments gained significance. Challenges for its onboard utilisation mainly focus on the cost,
operation conditions, and refuelling time. High thermodynamic stability and slow kinetics
during hydrogen cycling affect its practicality in onboard use, causing high temperature
and pressure to be essential during operation. Taking NaAlH4 (Sodium Alanate) as an
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example, its hydrogen storage capacity ranges from 2 wt% to 7 wt%, but its operation condi-
tions are really harsh. High pressure and temperature are a must no matter what elements
are added. It is demonstrated by DOE as shown in Figure 10 that the projected SAH system
is inferior in terms of the system cost, fill time, and hydrogen storage density. Hopefully,
these issues are being studied and tackled by the addition of new elements into the system,
or the addition of reactive hydride composites. Overall, complex hydrides have higher H2
capacity than intermetallic hydrides. Further research on the novel material and optimisa-
tion for onboard thermal management systems is needed to improve its dehydrogenation
and hydrogenation process before its practical application for locomotives.
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Similarly, magnesium-based alloys have advantages in their hydrogen gravimetric
capacity, up to 7.6 wt% [106]. Its hydrogenation and dehydrogenation process would be
difficult due to the strong bonding between magnesium and hydrogen. Recent research
shows that its hydrogen absorption/desorption properties can be enhanced at 573 K by
the synthesis of ultra-fine microstructures and the addition of catalysts such as transition
metals, rare earth metals, and transition metal oxides [26]. However, the kinetics of Mg-
based hydrides are still unsatisfactory at low temperatures. Harsh operating/refuelling
conditions and slow hydrogen supply rate are obstacles to their further onboard application.

Chemical hydrides, such as ammonia borane (NH3BH3), raised considerable attention
for their high gravimetric hydrogen storage capacities [107]. The published assessment on
the ammonia borane system from DOE is presented in the form of a spider diagram, as
shown in Figure 11. It can be easily seen that the system cost, well-to-power plant efficiency,
and fuel cost are far from satisfactory. The barrier of most chemical hydrides for onboard
application is their irreversibility, which makes them one-way single-use fuels. Moreover,
leftover by-products must be removed from the vehicle for off-board regeneration. There-
fore, chemical hydrides are not suitable for vehicle-mounted employment now, but they
have great potential for hydrogen transportation as the H2 carrier.
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8. Overall Comparison

Since most hydrogen storage technologies are not commercially mature, there are not
enough reliable industrial data to reflect their performance in practice. We used the data
from DOE, ANL, LLNL, etc., which was published from 2013 to 2017 [108–111], to compare
their storage capacity and cost, as shown in Figure 12. The selection of the hydrogen storage
mode for trains requires a comprehensive consideration of their technical credibility and
economic credibility according the specific requirements.
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Figure 12. Projected performance of hydrogen storage systems (a) comparison of hydrogen storage
capacity; (b) comparison of cost, projected to 500 k units/yr. (1: 700 bar compressed Type IV;
2: 300 bar compressed Type IV; 3: 500 bar cryo-compressed; 4: metal hydrideNaAlH4/Ti; 5: Sorbent
MOF-5100 bar; 6: Chemical storage, AB liquid; 7: 2020 target values; 8: 2025 target values; 9: ultimate
target values).

According to the published research reports from DOE, the barriers for the onboard
potential hydrogen storage system are concluded and presented in Table 9. These problems
need to be solved to improve their commercial maturity before it can be adopted and
mounted on hydrogen-powered hybrid trains.

Integrating all the data and discussions from chapter 2 to chapter 8, the comprehensive
summary of the potential storage methods is presented in Table 10. Meanwhile, their tech-
nology readiness level (TRL) is predicted based on the reports and research papers above.
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Table 9. Existing barriers for potential hydrogen storage systems [108,112].

Physical Storage Systems Material-Based Storage System

Barriers Compressed Cold/Cryo-
Compressed Metal Hydride Sorbent-Based Chemical

Storage

Materials of Construction • • • • •
Balance-of-Plant Cost • • • • •
Thermal Management • • • • •

Tank Cost • • • •
Tank Mass • • • •

Off-board Energy Efficiency • • • •
Heat Transfer Systems • • •

Material Gravimetric Capacity • • •
Material Volumetric Capacity • • •

Reaction Thermodynamics • • •
Cryogenic Tank Operation • •

High Temperature Tank Operation • •
Carbon Fibre Cost • •

Material Thermal Conductivity • •
Fuel Purity • •

Kinetics • •
Reactor Design •

Material Handling •

Table 10. Summary of different hydrogen storage technologies for onboard use.

Hydrogen Storage Technology Advantages Disadvantages Current State TRL

Physical
Storage

Methods

Compressed
hydrogen

-Relatively mature
-Many types of storage
tanks for different
areas
-Purity

-Storage density
needs to be
improved
-Cost needs to be
reduced

-Successfully used
for trains
-Mass production

8/9

Liquid hydrogen

-High volumetric
capacity
-Purity
-Relatively low
utilisation cost

-High liquification
cost
-Short dormancy
time (boil-off)

-Mostly used for
military and
aerospace
-Prototype trucks
-Being tested for
trains in KR and JP

6/7

Cryo-
compressed
hydrogen

-High hydrogen
capacity
-Long dormancy time
-Relatively low cost

-Low maturity

-Prototype cars
-Onboard
simulation for
trains by DOE

4/5

Material-based
(chemical)

storage
methods

Metal hydrides

-Some types have high
storage capacity
-Able to absorb large
quantities of hydrogen
-Multi-role

-Harsh operation
conditions
-Refuelling time
-High cost for
onboard use

-Prototype vehicles
-Mostly discussed
for hydrogen
transportation

4/5

Liquid organic
hydrogen
carriers (LOHC)

-High hydrogen
capacity
-Relatively low cost

-Complex catalytic
conditions
-Low hydrogen
releasing speed
-Toxic by-product
-Unavoidable
purification

-Being tested for
trains by Siemens
-Mostly discussed
for hydrogen
transportation

6/7

Ammonia

-Mature production
chain
-Low cost
-Multiple use routes

-By-product NOx
-Toxic
-Expensive
DA-SOFC
-Dehydrogenation
cost

-Successfully used
for marine
applications (direct
combustion)
-Lab stage (SOFC
route)

6/7 (direct
combustion)

4/5 (SOFC route)
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Compressed gas hydrogen storage technology is widely used now. Most of the recently
released hydrogen-powered locomotives are equipped with 35 MPa CH2 vessels. However,
the hydrogen density still needs to be improved, so it has to be implemented in multi-
groups to enlarge the operation range of the locomotives. Such a solution increases the
complexity of the pipelines and requires much space occupation and costs. Therefore,
CH2 storage technology may not be suitable for all types of railway systems, especially
for long-haul freight trains. Liquid hydrogen storage technology overcomes the problems
of H2 storage capacity to some extent. However, regional LH2 supply stations, filling
supporting facilities, the safety system, etc., need to be further studied and implemented.
Cryo-compressed hydrogen technology combines the high H2 storage capacity from LH2
and the long dormancy time from CH2. If only considering technical advantages, cryo-
compressed hydrogen has the potential to be the next-generation onboard energy source
for locomotives. Nonetheless, it is still in the prototype stage and there is a long way to go
before large-scale commercial use.

Liquid organic hydrogen carrier technology is very attractive because of the high
hydrogen storage capacity and low cost. Once the problems of its complex and slow
dehydrogenation process are solved, it can be another candidate for the locomotive en-
ergy source. Additionally, metal hydrides technology is restricted by relatively harsh
operating and refuelling conditions. The high cost for MH materials is another barrier
for its commercialisation. Solving the issues above is the precondition of implementing
hydride technology for railway transit. Ammonia is another promising hydrogen carrier
for trains, since it has a high hydrogen capacity and low cost. With the storage safety and
direct ammonia-fed SOFC technology being further evolved in the future, it is possible that
ammonia will have a more important status in railway engineering.

To summarise, different hydrogen storage technologies have different benefits, which
means they can adapt to varied requirements from different application scenarios. Several
conclusions and suggestions can be drawn for railway transit:

• For physical hydrogen storage technologies, it can be forecasted that they will be
the most popular onboard storage technology for trains in the next few years, since
CH2 storage can mostly meet the demands for train operation and is the most mature
now. If higher requirements in terms of operation range and train power are raised,
especially for long-haul freight trains, more attention should be paid to LH2 and CcH2
because of their high hydrogen storage capacities and relatively simple procedures
before H2 enters fuel cell stacks. Their supporting technologies are being studied and
becoming mature.

• For material-based storage technologies, they are attractive for being able to absorb or
adsorb quantities of hydrogen. They are capable for hydrogen transport as hydrogen
carriers. Impediments of their train-mounted application are the dehydrogenation
and hydrogenation process because controlled energy flow and refuelling speed are
important evaluative criteria for mobility. Onboard thermal management design
would be an emphasis for a material-based storage system.

• Notably, ammonia has an extremely high energy capacity, along with low cost and a
mature production chain. It has various application approaches according to different
scenarios, which gives flexible choice for NH3-based vehicles. It has the viability
to become the energy source for locomotives with relevant technological advances,
especially the catalyst for decomposition and SOFC technology.

9. Conclusions

Several hydrogen storage systems with different principles have been developed,
tested, and compared. They present different characteristics while being applied to industry
applications. As locomotives are expected to work in heavy-duty conditions for a long
period, the energy source should achieve high energy density, long term storage, and
low cost.
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In this paper, we collect the relevant data to compare the potential onboard hydro-
gen storage methods in terms of their hydrogen storage capacity, operational conditions,
economic costs, etc. An overall comparison is conducted to show the advantages and
disadvantages of the promising storage methods. Moreover, existing barriers for these
storage systems are also presented. Based on the analysis, the conclusions and predictions
are made to help readers figure out the technology readiness levels and future trends.
It might be a reference for railway manufacturers to choose onboard hydrogen storage
technology for their hydrogen-powered hybrid locomotives.

In our future study, we will continue to track the technical progress of onboard
hydrogen storage technologies, especially their specific application for railway engineering.
Moreover, more attention will be paid to the development of the supporting infrastructures,
since they are the basis for the large-scale application of hydrogen energy. Suitability
between the infrastructures and onboard storage system will be an essential evaluation
criterion for the selection of an onboard hydrogen storage method. Furthermore, the Well-
to-Tank efficiency and carbon emissions of the whole supply chain will be another focus to
help evaluate their environmental friendliness. It is planned to conduct a comprehensive
evaluation for train-used hydrogen storage technology considering economics, technical
performance, and environmental requirements.
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